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Look, fit was up to my tastes, of +) “How much longer will we put off “4 
course | wouldn't work with =. overthrowing this fucked up system 
them. But it's not just up just to work towards temporary 
to me, | have to think solutions to the problems it 

causes? Let's cut to the 
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“Like meat, like so much meat.” 

“There was a thing called the soul and a called immortality.” : z 

“Do ask Henry where he gotit.”_, 
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ing the na 
be difficult. It ought 

to be an instinctive ‘act. Not just) in tandom bursts of virtuousness 
should we be Moved to teplace our divots, If the Earth felt less like d more like an extension of our bodies, we'd care 

“Psychol- 
University’s Center for Change, panelists concluded, “If the self is 

£*Panded to include the Hatural world, behavior leading t 

to have given much Consideration to jt. Roszak views the current wid, “separation anxiety” from nature, It should be an €asy metaphor to con- 
with. We're ho, barded these da 8 with analyses of fa; relation- 

nect with. We're bombarde these d YS With an Yses of failed relatio 
hips, of the psycholo ical havoc that breakups wreak The psychological 
fallout from our breakup with nature is like that, When er te- 
rial blood to an organ, the organ di es, When you cut the flow of nature aT 

ies. into people's Lo] their spirit Son. Was simple as that, 



Nikishavrd bt hang onto 

a Socjely of spectacle" awe 

Ceswes and manrprlardol aemenows" 

‘Yotmest ofed remain strangers to “beautiful acts.” ; 

‘The postmodern family, out there in the woods trying to bond, 

; an'tadapt to real time, real trees and reg real c conversation, because real 

has become a an alien landscape. Mom and Dad can’t navigate in it. No 

one feally feels they belong. No one feels any sense | of purp: 

spaaed-out daughter i is alive when she’s in front of the TV, and the 

mopey son is alive when he’s surfing the Net, and Mom and Dad are 

alive when they’re at work. Meanwhile, in real, hairy-ass nature, con- 

crete things keep intruding on their consciousness, breaking their 

media trance:,the rumble of the nearby creek, the prick of mosquitoes 

on their ankles, the subsequent sight of their own blood. 

Living inside the postmodern spectacle has changed people. Figu- 

ratiyely, most of us spend the majority of our time in some | 

place created from fantasy and want. After a while, the hyper 

this place comes to seem normal. Garishness, volume, glitz, sleazy 

excess—the American esthetic H. L. Mencken called “the libido of the 

ugly’—becomes second. nature. “The environment” consists of what 

you see around ou—the ambient spectacle. Occasionally, you'll bump 

into an Susiier Mae aae tise id environment, the one you 

may have known. When an Inuif elder is asked to draw a picture of the 

locab coastline, he will close his eyes and listen to the sound of the waves 

on the shore. Such stories seem vaguely ludicrous. Who could be that 

amyncdt to the et More to the point, whod want to be? Ree IE. the 

Once you start asking questions like this, you are, sepa 

trouble. The moment you fail to understand why the natural world 

might have any relevance in the day-to-day lives of human beings, you 

become, to quote my old physics teacher, “a lost ball ir#the high weeds.” 

Abandon nature and you abandon your sense of the divine. More than 

that, you lose track of who you are. 

SASS Cove self uy 
a We | aft re ks 

"To convince a man to buy, an ad must appeal to his 

aesire for autonomy and freedom from conventional 

restrictions: to convince a woman, an ad must appeal to her 

need to please the male oppressor. 

For women, buying and wearing clothes and beauty aids 

is not so much consumption as work. One of a woman’s 

jobs in this society is to be an attractive sexual object, and 

clothes and make up are tools of the trade. Similarly, buy- 

ing food and household furnishings is a domestic task; itis 

the wife’s chore to pick out the commodities that will be 

consumed by the whole family. Appliances and cleaning 

materials are tools that facilitate her domestic function. 

When a woman spends a lot of money and time decorating 

her home or herself, or hunting down the latest in vacuum 

cleaners, it is not idle self-indulgence (let alone the result of 

psychic manipulation) but a healthy attempt to find outlets 

for her creative energies within her circumscribed role. 
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| are sup-\ 
P0sed to sit quietly ~~ ie 

ree 
in front of the television . 

Dea low yourself to be bought absorbing whatever is ted to US, or to 

saa we want to do Most, n just act out Predetermined (and absolutely 

lino i a Paid to do, If ‘You se Ir harmless) roles as sports or music fans, 

that ae Ormon s doing some, But if we are to find happiness in this 

/N itself Warding for you, vd, We must learn how to act for ourselves again. We must fight to tind 
a 

Ne@W Ways of Survival and of life, espe- 
You are selling your life away. What could you Possibly buy with that money that would be worth the life you have’ lost? 

There is a difference between life and mere survival. The capitalist economy would sell you mere survival at the cost of your life: it oes this by making you spend your life working other peoples’ goals rather thing ig) than your own, in order to earn the money to buy things that their adver. Raise the Stakes isements and media have brain- 4 washed you into belie ving you need, We each have only a short time- on this planet to live and tind happi- Ness. Is the life you are living the one which will bring you the most happi- 088? Are you doing what you do be- @AU8e you love it, or for some other fea80N? What could Possibly justify not doing what you really want to do with your life? To the best of your ability, Never work for companies or any other Outside forces; do what you do in your _ 0 for yoursen, 
a 

"Over v= 
ery aspect 
of our lives; 

ae - Decide what it is you want in | ie and go for it! Don’t just sit SU aru waiting for ito. come to you; | "probably won't. t you want any thing, H, You are  20INg to have to pursue it, t's 
$0 many others have before us. 

bi gure 
foundly moved byt 

fo ait | 
~ re 

ain” ole : Of living without concessions, € mf 

Wp 10 you to 1 put { thing; for this, we are willing to fight! 
en fovay, “ay | All who were present were pro- 

he idea of no longer eoMpromising their desires and their time, and road across the in ti draatons to attomprine ee 

© cannot just sit around doing what we are told, going around in the circles of So-called en- 

Struggle fo take our lives back, It's not going to be easy, but it's worth it if any- 

fome our way under the system that prescribes our lives today. We want ev- erything. We want complete contro} 
a 

we want to taste tne Sweetest happiness and the most ex- hilarating liberty this existence has to Offer; we want to lead lives that are as heroic, as magnificent as any we could read about in books, We want high  Slakes: we don't want to just let our lives Pass by us, mediocre and tiresome, as 

For this, we are willing to risk any- 
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"Camiyante, no hay ™~ 
camino, se hace camino 
al andar." 

"There is no path. The 
path is made by 
walking.” 
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